
Lightning 368 Travellers meeting at Hunts Sailing Club on Saturday 

20 October 2018. 

 

Event weekend was shared with the British Moths. 

 

Arriving at Hunts on a beautiful sunny clear day, however very little 

wind only a slight gentle breeze, ok for beginners & lightweights but 

for us hardened seasoned sailors a stronger breeze preferred to mix 

up the day and to add to the excitement and the challenge. 

The day consisted of 3 races with 13 boats entering into the 

challenge to see who can try to topple the 2 leading ladies Penny & 

Caroline of their top pole positions they are holding from previous 

meetings, alas it was not to be and the girls are still out front and 

holding the top two spots on the leader boarder for yet another 

event. 

 

Safety briefing commenced and all briefed on the do’s and don’ts’, 

time to start the action. 

 

Race 1 

The start was very gentlemanly especially as we had been told in the 

briefing that a false start would mean a recall and would take place 

after the British Moths, which no one wished for. 

The first beat was difficult with most of the fleet going off to the left 

however a few to the right while Germany decided to go harvesting 

the weed.  Bryan was first to reach the 1st mark but decided to slow 

down and allow Penny & Caroline to pass by with Matt & Simon 

close on their heels, on the next leg Bryan let Matt pass by also (can 

only assume that the demon weed took hold). 



The windward beats caused lots of position chances with a few winds 

shifts and dead patches but this did not seem to affect Caroline & 

Penny although Caroline was another one who seamed to enjoy 

sailing through the weed. 

 

Matt seemed to find the most comfortable position to sail his boat, 

Germany slowly crept up the fleet, it takes him a little while to find 

his feet and get going. 

After all that excitement it was time for lunch 

 

Race 2 

Back on the water and all re fuelled after refreshments the wind had 

picked up a little.  This time around Matt was the 1st to reach the 

mark although suffered the same fate as Bryan in the 1st race and 

dropped back allowing Penny to make her way through. 

Caroline had a poor start but slowly gained momentum and edged 

up the fleet to chase Penny, they seemed to be having their very own 

private race leaving the rest of us standing by. 

Simon & Germany battled it out swapping places several times, on 

the 2nd lap Germany, Simon & Matt all heading for a windward mark, 

as Germany rounded the mark the wind shifted direction allowing for 

Germany to make the turn leaving Simon & Matt stuck around the 

mark with little wind if any.  In the mean time Penny & Caroline 

continued to pull away both suffering from weed & wind shifts, this 

did not distract Penny as she came in to win for the second time that 

day. 

 

 

 



Race 3  

By time we reached the 3rd race of the day, the wind had increased a 

little more although not by much, this allowed a little fun for the 

lighter weights of the group to be able to hike while others where 

left on their knees. 

Again, a well-behaved start line, with Simon staying well back from 

the start line which was to his disadvantage (I believe he was blaming 

this on the jet lag,( was not aware that this was nautical terminology) 

Simon & Germany continued to battle it out to the end. 

 

Appreciation 

A tremendous enjoyable day had by all, great company, new 

friendships made, thank you to all who travelled some distance to 

take part in the event (and a foreigner from Wales) and to the locals 

who made us all feel welcome.  A big thank you to Nikky Evans for 

the photographs  

Thank you to Hunts for your wonderful hospitality and refreshments. 

 



 

 

 

 



 


